Kristen Fragassi
Resident of Blackmore Road

Tell us about
yourself

I have not worked full-time outside the home in over 15 years. Prior to
that I was working on my M.Ed. and teaching in CH-UH schools. I am
married to Philip- the greatest guy in the world. We are raising 2 busy
teenage boys. My son Mitchell is 15 and is a 9th grader at University
School, and my son Anthony is 17 and an 11th grader at St. Ignatius.
I spend most of my time serving as operations manager of the Fragassi
household. Physical plant involves overseeing indoor and outdoor
maintenance and repairs, budgeting and paying bills. I am responsible
for stocking food, drink, clothing and supplies for always hungry, rapidly
growing boys. My transportation duties involve driving back and forth to
schools, athletic events, music lessons, and various appointments
generally spending about 4 hours a day in my car.
In my downtime, I am an avid lap swimmer. I swim indoors an average
of 3 times a week and am very involved in the Cumberland Pool
Community. In the summer, I try to swim every day and usually make a
goal swimming over 150 miles between Memorial and Labor days. I
learned to properly swim strokes as an adult and love encouraging and
teaching other adults to swim. I have a fascination with politics and a
current unhealthy obsession with Twitter.

How long have
you lived in
Forest Hill?
Why did you
move here?

We have lived in our current home on Blackmore for 22 years. In 1994,
my husband was finishing his residency at UH. As newlyweds, we lived in
an apartment on Overlook within walking distance of the hospitals and
quickly felt at home in Cleveland Heights. At that time, we had no idea
this FH neighborhood existed. Anytime someone visits us for the first
time, I hear time and time again “what a great neighborhood, I had no
idea this was back here.” (I think these points are why we need to focus
on getting FH signage in place.) When we were looking to buy our first
home, the city of Cleveland Heights housing department was offering
residential tours of properties for sale. I imagine this service has been
eliminated by now. Our guide drove us all around the city to the
different neighborhoods. When she was showing us FH our home was
having an open house and we went in and looked around on that
Saturday and bought the house the following Wednesday.

Why do you
want to be a
trustee?

The adage all politics is local comes to mind. I am part of a local
resistance group and am participating in marches, town halls, writing
campaigns and doing things I have never done in my life. I am more
deeply feeling democracy in action and interested in doing what little I
can toward making things better for future generations. I am inspired to
seek out opportunities doing public service for greater good.
My husband and I are part of a swing generation – generation X’ers. We
are too young to be boomers, and too old to be millennials. We have
been hit hard by property devaluation in our community. Our home is
not worth much more than we paid for it in 1995 and we have spent
over 100K in renovations and improvements through the years. I would
like to work toward lifting this neighborhood toward greater property
values and leave a legacy of a great neighborhood, not a place that used
to be a great neighborhood.

What will be
your
neighborhood
focus as a
trustee?

I have always loved our amazing park and walk in it an average of 3
times a week year -round. My mother grew up spending winter
weekends ice skating on the pond and drinking hot chocolate which was
sold for pennies in the boat house. I love to imagine her as a little girl
loving this park in the late 1930’s. In the 1990’s I was involved in grass
roots resurgence efforts toward protecting our green space. This was
before we had children. At that time, the challenges were
overwhelming and the resources too few to properly clean and overhaul
the area. I am so excited to see such energy and beautification
happening and want to come up with ways to create more connectivity
between our neighborhood and the park. Last year’s successful 5k race
was a great example neighborhood enrichment featuring the park. The
landscape designer for Central Park in NYC is the same gentleman who
designed our park. When I visit NYC, I am in awe of the physical
similarities and take note of the programming and cultural vibe and
think about what we can do to bring some of this to Forest Hill Park.
As a community, we face such serious issues as declining property
values, crime, blighted housing, deteriorating street surfaces,
diminishing services from both Cleveland Heights and East Cleveland.
These types of challenges have become bigger than any individuals. I am
supporting a more aggressive approach towards neighborhood
revitalization. The issues are complicated and I’m Ok with us not always
agreeing with one another. This current period of unrest has awakened
this neighborhood. It is time to put feuding behind us, capture this
energy and turn it into productive initiatives to the benefit of us all.

